
Like most of us, when Melody was designing fabric in the fall of 
2020, she was dreaming of escape. Elixir was inspired by thoughts 
of lighter moments, vacations, cocktails, and getting lost in nature. 
Melody has added six new colors to her Spark basic to support 
Elixit, and also designed two dreamy rayons.

MARCH 2022 DELIVERY
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F8 FQ JR LC PP

RS0037

35 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints
2 Rayon prints (100% rayon)

Assortments and precuts include new Spark colors. Assortments and precuts 
do not include rayon. 
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RS0037-11M

salon floral | peach cream

RS0037-13M

salon floral | watercress

RS0039-12M

forager | frost 

RS0039-13M

forager | smoke

RS0041-13M

RS0043-14

decanted | succulent

lush | smoke

RS0041-15M

decanted | smoke

RS0044-13M

wavelength | cactus

268 271

RS0005-61M  

spark | peach cream   

RS0005-62M     

spark | sorbet   

RS0037-15M

salon floral | smoke

RS0039-14M

forager | black

RS0042-11

arbor | sorbet

RS0044-16M    

wavelength | succulent   

RS0005-63M    

spark | frost    

MC

141414



RS0046-11R RS0046-12R

rayon clouds | balmy rayon clouds | succulent

RS0037-15M

salon floral | smoke

RS0038-11

libations | sorbet

RS0038-13

libations | cactus

RS0038-14

libations | ocean

RS0039-11M

forager | peach cream

RS0039-14M

forager | black

RS0040-11M

daydream | balmy

RS0040-13M

daydream | jade

RS0041-12M

decanted | peach cream

RS0042-11

arbor | sorbet

RS0042-13         RS0043-12

arbor | succulent  arbor | smoke lush | Balmy

RS0044-18M

wavelength | smoke

RS0044-16M    

wavelength | succulent   

RS0005-63M    

spark | frost    

RS0005-65M    

spark | jade  

RS0005-67M     

spark | smoke   

RS0005-68M     

spark | black 

RS0040-14M

daydream | smoke

RS0045-11

pixie | peach cream

RS0045-12M

pixie | cactus

RS0045-14M

pixie | watercress

RS0045-17

pixie | black

RS0042-14

lush | succulent

RS0043-13

1515


